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Real-time Inventory and Charge Capture System

Better Capture Rate,
Higher Revenue.
The Continuum® System is a real-time inventory and charge capture system
that uses Radio Frequency Identification Devices (RFID) to improve your
charge capture accuracy. This intuitive system maintains accurate inventory
levels by tracking usage and integrates with your existing IT systems
to achieve

“

“

99.8% accurate charge capture.

With Continuum’s ability to automatically
reorder twice a week, I no longer have to
spend time manually ordering.
- Justin Creasy, ORTHO TENNESSEE

Improving Workflow
Using RFID technology to accurately track inventory and instantly
assign products to patients, the Continuum® Tablet delivers
a paperless solution to capture patient signatures needed for
documentation, and provide instant charge capture. This real-time
tracking system reduces time needed for documentation and
patient processing. Within our cloud-based software, the robust
reporting features provide business analytic tools to measure
performance and results.

Digital
Chain of
Custody

Keep close track of inventory
with RFID technology

Secure your inventory
from theft or loss

Track available stock
and send re-orders

Keep your inventory secure in
the access-controlled Continuum®
Vault. The system is able to
track and monitor products from
stocking to dispensing, while
ensuring procedural compliance.

Continuum’s re-ordering process
automatically replenishes product
by initiating the re-order after
products are assigned to patients,
keeping the product as necutting
down excessive inventory.

Store required
patient information
for billing
The Continuum® Cloud provides
secure centralized access to the
data necessary for filing claims,
restocking and billing.

Benefits of using DeRoyal® Products
with the Continuum® System:
•
•
•
•

CONTACT US:
ContinuumSales@DeRoyal.com

RFID embedded product packaging
Same day order shipments
Backorder prevention
Physician grade products

The Continuum® Vault technology
offers a wide range of features:
Business analytics and performance reports
Real-time secure inventory management
Automated re-order and replenishment
Proactive expiration management
99.8% accurate charge capture
Optimized inventory levels
Digital chain of custody
Staff accountability

Advanced
management of
high dollar injectables
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